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Filter 74 products(s) available with these criteria Results per page: | | | C Series Description Family Additional information Should C55 European machine manufacturers look at the latest development thanks to the latest development of world leaders looking for a range of compact actuators compatible with high performance ISO 21287,
SMC Pneumatic, with the launch of the next generation? Series C55, double-ed, single rod, air-powered cylinders. Designed to meet a wide range of automation machine applications, the C55 Series C55 provides exceptional load performance thanks to its unique rubber bumpers, piston wear ring and rod bushings used throughout the
entire range. Therefore, European machine manufacturers looking for an ISO compact cylinder with contour lengths of up to 150 mm, including the advantages of standard mounting sizes, now have the perfect solution. Standard hole sizes are available: 20, 25, 32, 40, 50, 63, 80 y 100mm, with piston speeds between 50 ? At 500mm/s,
are these cylinders designed to work between 0.05 using relatively low air pressure? Ambient and fluid temperatures between 1.0 MPa and minus 10ºC plus 70ºC. With standard mounting options for IsO 21287 and 6431, this new cylinder range effectively complements SMC's comprehensive range of ISO/VDMA compliant cylinders. With
european machine manufacturers launching looking for a range of compact actuators that are compatible with high performance ISO 21287, world leaders, SMC Pneumatic, need to look no further thanks to the latest development ... Learn more actuators C76 C76 series air cylinders make these cylinders very easy to use, providing a
simple, space-saving design with high-dimensional accuracy. Large spanner circles on rods and head covers greatly simplify installation and positioning. Low friction and standard elastomer cushion rings allow the piston to accelerate up to 1500mm/s. In front-end bushes, more side loads are allowed due to the close tolerance of the
piston bar. C76 series air cylinders offer a simple, space-saving design with high dimensional accuracy and make these cylinders very easy to use. Large spanner circles on rods and head covers greatly simplify their i... Learn more Actuators The C85 C85 series is suitable for ISO 6432 and CETOP RP52P. The C85 is available in hole
sizes from 8mm to 25mm with standard strokes ranging from 10mm to 300mm. A unique rod packaging design prevents dust ins entry and seal effectiveness as the C85 is suitable for use in extremely dusty environments. With abrasion-resistant packaging and interchangeable nose seals, the C85 offers exceptional service life. The C85
series is suitable for ISO 6432 and CETOP RP52P. The C85 is available in hole sizes from 8mm to 25mm with standard strokes ranging from 10mm to 300mm. A unique rod packaging design prevents the entry of du ... More Actuators C95 C95 ISO, VDMA24562 replaceable and construction of a tie rod Learn. In addition to the standard
And the wear band, the C95 uses a floating pillow seal design that greatly improves operation. SMC's special shape 8 seal provides a long cycle life. C95 ISO, VDMA24562 can be replaced, and uses a tie rod construction. In addition to standard pillows and wear tape, the C95 uses a floating pillow seal design that greatly improves
operatio... Learn More Actuators C96 C96-C, ISO 15552 Cylinder, Double Effect, Single/Double Rod with Airbag and bumper. Added new types: Standard, non-spinning, cylinder with smooth cylinder and lock unit. The bar boot option has been added for the standard type. Inteater function of airbag and bumper. Hole sizes (mm):
32~125.Strokes up to 2000 mm. The weight has been reduced by up to 17% thanks to the new cover design and piston. Most made available for ordering. C96-C, ISO 15552 Cylinder, Double Effect, Airbag and Bumper Single/Double Rod. Added new types: Standard, non-spinning, cylinder with smooth cylinder and lock unit. Bar boot op
... Learn more actuators introduced with features and sizes equivalent to the current CA1 series of CA2 Air cylinder series CA2. Several improvements have been made to the CA2 series, including lateral load improvement, an increase in cushioning capacity and the addition of the new pillow seal. Efficiency is increased in use for pillow
valve adjustment and weight is reduced by 5% to 15%. Compact automatic switches are easy to stock control, as a wide range of automatic switches are available. The air cylinder series CA2 was introduced with specifications and dimensions equivalent to the current CA1 series. Several improvements have been made to the CA2 series
including lateral load improvement... Learn more Actuators CA2-Z We are proud to bring out our latest tie rod air cylinder that promises to give our customers a competitive advantage. The rod and head covers have been redesigned to make the CA2-Z 15% lighter than its predecessor. The introduction of a three-turn adjustment range for
the pillow valve has increased performance, easier control, smoother operation at the contour end and labor cost savings to adjust cylinder speed. It comes with a variety of mounting brackets as well as compact or magnetic field-resistant automatic switches that can be mounted on 4 tie-rods. In addition to the wide range of standard
designs, there are a number of order options that make the CA2-Z ideal in a wide range of industries. We are proud to reveal the latest tie rod air roller, the CA2-Z Series which promises to offer our customers with competitive advantage. The rod and head covers ca2-z are redede designed so that up to 15% ... Learn more Actuators Cc
Air-hydro unit consists of a compact integrated conveyor and valve unit. Converts air pressure into an equivalent hydraulic pressure, and this hydraulic pressure By running an actuator, thereby solving the problem associated with air compression properties. Thus, despite the use of pneumatic equipment, it performs similarly to a hydraulic
unit, operating at a consistent speed during startup or in the presence of load fluctuations, as well as solving adhesion and slippage problems associated with low-speed operations. This unit is ideal for reaching the correct and constant speed of the cylinder, stopping, jumping movement or slow operation of the rotary actuator. The air-
hydro unit consists of a compactly integrated connector and valve unit. It converts air pressure to an equivalent hydraulic pressure, and this hydraulic pressure is used for an operation ... Learn more Actuators THE CE1 CE1 series is a contour reading roller with position feedback. The home position can be anywhere within the cylinder
stroke. Measurement is possible throughout the full-time interval. The CE1 series is available in 6 hole sizes and is capable of automatic switching. The CE1 series is a stroke reading cylinder with position feedback. The home position can be anywhere within the cylinder stroke. Measurement is possible throughout the full-time interval.
CE1 series ... Learn more actuator ceu series CEU5, the multi-counter CEP1 or CE1 has been developed to work with high precision, stroke reading rollers. CEU5 uses an RS-232C communication system that allows multiple counters to be connected (each counter has a unique address, 1-99. BCD output, which allows the counter to
connect to a panel screen, can be used as a standard option. The series CEU5 has been developed to work with high precision, contour reading rollers of multi-counter CEP1 or CE1. CEU5 uses an RS-232C communication system that connects multiple counters (ea... More Actuators SYJ300/500/700 Series62 Pages SYJ300/500/700
Series62 Page Page 2 SYJ300/500/700 Series62 Page Home Support Documents New Product Catalogs ‧Lock can be operated manually with hexagonal switch. Easy to mount on equipment ‧High stop accuracy within ‧±1 mm to increase separate construction ‧14% for better ease of maintenance ‧Total length 13 mm max
adjustment elements 13 mm max display simple 3-step adjustment Easy screen change Adjustment is possible when controlling measured value. Latency: Fastest Current consumption of 1.5 ms or less: Nominal pressure range of 25 mA or less: 0-2 MPa/0 to 5 MPa/0 to 10 MPa added. Voltage withstands: 500 VAC (twice as much as
PSE560) M12 connector Housing: IP65 ‧Prevents condensing in pipes for small cylinders/air grippers.‧Distributes water vapor out of the pipe.‧All you have to do is install the de-nem control tube. Additional power supply and jobs are not required. Decentralisation valve installationVans can be edicted near actuators! Reduced pipe
area and pipe materials Reduced wiring area No need to adjust address valve manif and Input Unit. Added the never-spinning bar type MB1K-Z series. [New] Weight: Reduced weight 10% lighter (ø50-100 strokes) by changing the shape of the rod cover and head scarf. You can mount small automatic switches on 4 surfaces. For dust
prevention, the fastener (Option) compact automatic switches can be installed in the automatic key mounting room! (D-M9□) Stainless steel specification for main parts (Made for Order) Two different port locations (side and axial) are available. Assembly: Direct assembly, Foot assembly New series added: Series C96-W/C96K/C96K-
W/C96Y [New] Order added [New] Lightweight up to 17% weight reduced by adopting a new pillow method (Airbag + Bumper pad), reduced cycle time Buffer pad reduces metal noise when the piston stops at the end of the contour. Stroke.
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